THE ASSOCIATED FRIENDS

Service Newspapers and Periodicals

Friends of the Library are in a position to render substantial assistance by sending in copies of Service newspapers and periodicals, whether printed or mimeographed, which are produced in the camps and naval stations of the United States either in this country or abroad. These publications, such as the *Stars and Stripes* and the *Yank*, are frequently very difficult to find, and often the best way for us to build up files of those published in our camps here or in Great Britain, China, Europe, Africa, or the South Sea islands, is to depend on friends who may receive copies from soldiers and sailors abroad, or, better yet, on those soldiers and sailors who, while serving in camps and remote parts, still carry in their hearts and minds the needs of Rutgers. Remember that even single copies will help to build up our collections.

New Members
Charles B. Bradley         William H. Brucker '37

Gifts

The Library has received gifts from the following persons:

Barnet J. Beyer                       Richard Morris '99
Philip M. Brett '92                   Thomas J. Murray
Ellen P. Campbell                    Sydney P. Noe '10
Robert C. Clothier                   George A. Osborn '97
Joseph Cohen '44                      Victor H. Paltsits
Lane Cooper '96                       Charles W. Stevens, Jr. '02
C. Rexford Davis '28                 John L. Stillwell '79
Rudolf Kirk                           Frank H. Stobaeus '08
I. Robert Kriendler '36               Hobart E. Studley '93
William H. F. Lamont                  Oscar M. Voorhees '88
Arthur F. Mabon '90                   John P. Wall
Albert E. Meder Jr.                   Ralph G. Wright